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When the first iPhone was launched in 2007 it was largely dismissed as a potential threat by the incumbent handset manufacturers of the time. Similarly, the launch of the iPad three years later appeared to be of little concern to the giants of the Personal Computer industry. The reasoning at the time was that a tablet was simply a large smartphone that targeted an entirely different market to that of desktop PCs and laptops. The assumption was also made that if tablets became successful, Microsoft would simply find a way to dominate the market with a tablet-friendly version of Windows running on tablets from companies like Dell and HP.

Fast forward to today and consider just a handful of news headlines from the summer of 2013:

“BlackBerry goes up for sale after years of struggle in smartphone market”. – The Guardian

“BlackBerry to lay off up to 40% of its workforce.” – Wall Street Journal

“Microsoft Takes $900 Million Write-off on Tablet”. – Wall Street Journal

“Microsoft chief Steve Ballmer to retire within 12 months.” – BBC News

“Microsoft to Buy Nokia's Device Unit.” - Bloomberg

“Dell's Profit Declines 72% on Sluggish Sales of PCs.” – New York Times

“HP posts revenue decline as PC sales weaken further.” – VentureBeat

Not so long ago such headlines would have been unthinkable given the former success and market share held by the companies in question. What is particularly notable about these headlines, however, is that the events that prompted these news stories can all be traced back, at least in part, to one cause – the continued success of tablets and smartphones. The real problem for the companies mentioned in the headlines, however, is that the majority of
these devices are not running operating systems from Microsoft, Nokia or Blackberry. They are, instead, predominantly running either iOS or Android.

As of June 2013, Apple had sold more than 400 million iOS based devices worldwide in the form of iPhones and iPads. The fact is, the technology landscape has changed dramatically in recent years and if you aren’t writing apps for iOS yet, you probably should think about starting.

The goal of this book is to get you up to speed on both iOS development in general and the new features of the iOS 7 SDK.

How you make use of this book will depend to a large extent on whether you are new to iOS development, or have worked with iOS 6 and need to get up to speed on the features of iOS 7. Rest assured, however, that the book is intended to address both category of reader.

1.1 For New iOS Developers

If you are entirely new to iOS development then the entire contents of the book will be relevant to you.

Beginning with the basics, this book provides an outline of the steps necessary to set up an iOS development environment. An introduction to the architecture of iOS 7 and programming in Objective-C is provided, followed by an in-depth look at the design of iOS applications and user interfaces. More advanced topics such as file handling, database management, in-app purchases, graphics drawing and animation are also covered, as are touch screen handling, gesture recognition, multitasking, iAds integration, location management, local notifications, camera access and video and audio playback support. Other features are also covered including Auto Layout, Twitter and Facebook integration, event reminders, App Store hosted in-app purchase content, collection views and much more. New features of iOS 7 are also covered, including Sprite Kit-based game development, local map search and user interface animation using UIKit dynamics.

The aim of this book, therefore, is to teach you the skills necessary to build your own apps for iOS 7. Assuming you are ready to download the iOS 7 SDK and Xcode, have an Intel-based Mac and some ideas for some apps to develop, you are ready to get started.
1.2 For iOS 6 Developers

If you have already read the iPhone or iPad editions of iOS 6 Development Essentials, or have experience with the iOS 6 SDK then you might prefer to go directly to the new chapters in this iOS 7 edition of the book.

All chapters have been updated to reflect the changes and features introduced as part of iOS 7 and Xcode 5. Chapters included in this edition that were not contained in the previous edition, or have been significantly rewritten for iOS 7 and Xcode 5 are as follows:

- **Testing Apps on iOS 7 Devices with Xcode 5**
- **Working with iOS 7 Auto Layout Constraints in Interface Builder**
- **An iOS 7 Auto Layout Example**
- **iOS 7 UIKit Dynamics – An Overview**
- **An iOS 7 UIKit Dynamics Tutorial**
- **An Introduction to iOS 7 Sprite Kit Programming**
- **An iOS 7 Sprite Kit Game Tutorial**
- **An iOS 7 Sprite Kit Collision Handling Tutorial**
- **An iOS 7 Particle Emitter Tutorial**
- **Integrating iAds into an iOS 7 App**
- **iOS 7 Multitasking, Background Transfer Service and Fetching**
- **An iOS 7 Background Transfer Service Tutorial**
- **Working with MapKit Local Search in iOS 7**
- **Using MKDirections to get iOS 7 Map Directions and Routes**
- **Preparing and Submitting an iOS 7 Application to the App Store**
- **Promoting your iOS Apps using iAd Workbench**

In addition the following changes have also been made:

- All provisioning examples have been updated to use the new Capabilities settings panel in Xcode 5.
- All code examples have been modified were necessary for compatibility with both the 32-bit and 64-bit CPU architectures.
- **An iPad iOS 7 Split View and Popover Example** has been rewritten to use Storyboard instead of NIB files.
- **Creating a Simple iOS 7 App** has been updated to cover the new Preview Assistant and performance monitoring features of Xcode 5.
• *An iOS 7 Graphics Tutorial using Core Graphics and Core Image* chapter has been extended to include coverage of features such as shadowing and gradients.

• *Basic iOS 7 Animation using Core Animation* has also been updated to use the animation block methods approach to animating user interface objects.

### 1.3 Source Code Download

The source code and Xcode project files for the examples contained in this book are available for download at:

http://www.ebookfrenzy.com/direct/ios7/

### 1.4 Feedback

We want you to be satisfied with your purchase of this book. If you find any errors in the book, or have any comments, questions or concerns please contact us at feedback@ebookfrenzy.com.

### 1.5 Errata

Whilst we make every effort to ensure the accuracy of the content of this book, it is inevitable that a book covering a subject area of this size and complexity may include some errors and oversights. Any known issues with the book will be outlined, together with solutions at the following URL:

http://www.ebookfrenzy.com/errata/ios7.html

In the event that you find an error not listed in the errata, please let us know by emailing our technical support team at feedback@ebookfrenzy.com.
2. Joining the Apple iOS Developer Program

The first step in the process of learning to develop iOS 7 based applications involves gaining an understanding of the differences between Registered Apple Developers and iOS Developer Program Members. Having gained such an understanding, the next choice is to decide the point at which it makes sense for you to pay to join the iOS Developer Program. With these goals in mind, this chapter will cover the differences between the two categories of developer, outline the costs and benefits of joining the developer program and, finally, walk through the steps involved in obtaining each membership level.

2.1 Registered Apple Developer

There is no fee associated with becoming a registered Apple developer. Simply visit the following web page to begin the registration process:


An existing Apple ID (used for making iTunes or Apple Store purchases) is usually adequate to complete the registration process.

Once the registration process is complete, access is provided to developer resources such as online documentation and tutorials. Registered developers are also able to download older versions of the iOS SDK and Xcode development environment.

2.2 Downloading Xcode and the iOS 7 SDK

The latest versions of both the iOS SDK and Xcode can be downloaded free of charge from the Mac App Store. Since the tools are free, this raises the question of whether to upgrade to the iOS Developer Program, or to remain as a Registered Apple Developer. It is important, therefore, to understand the key benefits of the iOS Developer Program.
2.3 iOS Developer Program

Membership in the iOS Developer Program currently costs $99 per year. As previously mentioned, membership includes access to the latest versions of the iOS SDK and Xcode development environment. The benefits of membership, however, go far beyond those offered at the Registered Apple Developer level.

One of the key advantages of the developer program is that it permits the creation of certificates and provisioning profiles to test applications on physical devices. Although Xcode includes device simulators which allow for a significant amount of testing to be performed, there are certain areas of functionality, such as location tracking and device motion, which can only fully be tested on a physical device. Of particular significance is the fact that iCloud access, Reminders and In-App Purchasing can only be tested when applications are running on physical devices.

Of further significance is the fact that iOS Developer Program members have unrestricted access to the full range of guides and tutorials relating to the latest iOS SDK and, more importantly, have access to technical support from Apple’s iOS technical support engineers (though the annual fee covers the submission of only two support incident reports).

By far the most important aspect of the iOS Developer Program is that membership is a mandatory requirement in order to publish an application for sale or download in the App Store.

Clearly, developer program membership is going to be required at some point before your application reaches the App Store. The only question remaining is when exactly to sign up.

2.4 When to Enroll in the iOS Developer Program?

Clearly, there are many benefits to iOS Developer Program membership and, eventually, membership will be necessary to begin selling applications. As to whether or not to pay the enrollment fee now or later will depend on individual circumstances. If you are still in the early stages of learning to develop iOS applications or have yet to come up with a compelling idea for an application to develop then much of what you need is provided in the Registered Apple Developer package. As your skill level increases and your ideas for applications to develop take shape you can, after all, always enroll in the developer program at a later date.

If, on the other hand, you are confident that you will reach the stage of having an application ready to publish or know that you will need to test the functionality of the application on a physical device as opposed to a simulator then it is worth joining the developer program sooner rather than later.
2.5 Enrolling in the iOS Developer Program

If your goal is to develop iOS applications for your employer then it is first worth checking whether the company already has membership. That being the case, contact the program administrator in your company and ask them to send you an invitation from within the iOS Developer Program Member Center to join the team. Once they have done so, Apple will send you an email entitled You Have Been Invited to Join an Apple Developer Program containing a link to activate your membership. If you or your company is not already a program member, you can enroll online at:


Apple provides enrollment options for businesses and individuals. To enroll as an individual you will need to provide credit card information in order to verify your identity. To enroll as a company you must have legal signature authority (or access to someone who does) and be able to provide documentation such as Articles of Incorporation and a Business License.

Acceptance into the developer program as an individual member typically takes less than 24 hours with notification arriving in the form of an activation email from Apple. Enrollment as a company can take considerably longer (sometimes weeks or even months) due to the burden of the additional verification requirements.

Whilst awaiting activation you may log into the Member Center with restricted access using your Apple ID and password at the following URL:

http://developer.apple.com/membercenter

Once logged in, clicking on the Your Account tab at the top of the page will display the prevailing status of your application to join the developer program as Enrollment Pending:

![Developer Program Status](image)

**Figure 2-1**

Once the activation email has arrived, log into the Member Center again and note that access is now available to a wide range of options and resources as illustrated in Figure 2-2:
2.6 Summary

An important early step in the iOS 7 application development process involves registering as an Apple Developer and identifying the best time to upgrade to iOS Developer Program membership. This chapter has outlined the differences between the two programs, provided some guidance to keep in mind when considering developer program membership and walked briefly through the enrollment process. The next step is to download and install the iOS 7 SDK and Xcode 5 development environment.
3. Installing Xcode 5 and the iOS 7 SDK

Phone apps are developed using the iOS SDK in conjunction with Apple’s Xcode 5.x development environment. The iOS SDK contains the development frameworks that will be outlined in iOS 7 Architecture and SDK Frameworks. Xcode 5 is an integrated development environment (IDE) within which you will code, compile, test and debug your iOS applications. The Xcode 5 environment also includes a feature called Interface Builder which enables you to graphically design the user interface of your application using the components provided by the UIKit framework.

In this chapter we will cover the steps involved in installing both Xcode 5 and the iOS 7 SDK on Mac OS X.

3.1 Identifying if you have an Intel or PowerPC based Mac

Only Intel based Mac OS X systems can be used to develop applications for iOS. If you have an older, PowerPC based Mac then you will need to purchase a new system before you can begin your iOS app development project. If you are unsure of the processor type inside your Mac, you can find this information by clicking on the Apple menu in the top left hand corner of the screen and selecting the About This Mac option from the menu. In the resulting dialog check the Processor line. Figure 3-1 illustrates the results obtained on an Intel based system.

If the dialog on your Mac does not reflect the presence of an Intel based processor then your current system is, sadly, unsuitable as a platform for iOS app development.

In addition, the iOS 7 SDK with Xcode 5 environment requires that the version of Mac OS X running on the system be version 10.8 or later. If the “About This Mac” dialog does not indicate that Mac OS X 10.7.4 or later is running, click on the Software Update... button to download and install the appropriate operating system upgrades.
3.2 Installing Xcode 5 and the iOS 7 SDK

The best way to obtain the latest versions of Xcode and the iOS SDK is to download them from the Apple Mac App Store. Launch the App Store on your Mac OS X system and, enter Xcode into the search box and click on the Free button to initiate the installation.

The download is over 1.6GB in size and may take a number of hours to complete depending on the speed of your internet connection.

3.3 Starting Xcode

Having successfully installed the SDK and Xcode, the next step is to launch it so that we can write and then create a sample iOS 7 application. To start up Xcode, open the Finder and search for Xcode. Since you will be making frequent use of this tool take this opportunity to drag and drop it into your dock for easier access in the future. Click on the Xcode icon in the dock to launch the tool. The first time Xcode runs you may be prompted to install additional components. Follow these steps, entering your username and password when prompted to do so.

Once Xcode has loaded, and assuming this is the first time you have used Xcode on this system, you will be presented with the Welcome screen from which you are ready to proceed:
Installing Xcode 5 and the iOS 7 SDK

Figure 3-2

Having installed the iOS 7 SDK and successfully launched Xcode 5 we can now look at Creating a Simple iOS 7 App.
4. Creating a Simple iOS 7 App

It is traditional in books covering programming topics to provide a very simple example early on. This practice, though still common, has been maligned by some authors of recent books. Those authors, however, are missing the point of the simple example. One key purpose of such an exercise is to provide a very simple way to verify that your development environment is correctly installed and fully operational before moving on to more complex tasks. A secondary objective is to give the reader a quick success very early in the learning curve to inspire an initial level of confidence. There is very little to be gained by plunging into complex examples that confuse the reader before having taken time to explain the underlying concepts of the technology.

With this in mind, iOS 7 App Development Essentials will remain true to tradition and provide a very simple example with which to get started. In doing so, we will also be honoring another time honored tradition by providing this example in the form of a simple “Hello World” program. The “Hello World” example was first used in a book called the C Programming Language written by the creators of C, Brian Kernighan and Dennis Richie. Given that the origins of Objective-C can be traced back to the C programming language it is only fitting that we use this example for iOS 7.

4.1 Starting Xcode 5

As with all iOS examples in this book, the development of our example will take place within the Xcode 5 development environment. If you have not already installed this tool together with the latest iOS SDK refer first to the Installing Xcode 5 and the iOS 7 SDK chapter of this book. Assuming that the installation is complete, launch Xcode either by clicking on the icon on the dock (assuming you created one) or use the Finder to locate the Xcode binary.

When launched for the first time, and until you turn off the Show this window when Xcode launches toggle, the screen illustrated in Figure 4-1 will appear by default:
If you do not see this window, simply select the Window -> Welcome to Xcode menu option to display it. From within this window click on the option to Create a new Xcode project. This will display the main Xcode 5 project window together with the New Project panel where we are able to select a template matching the type of project we want to develop:

![Figure 4-2](image)
The panel located on the left hand side of the window allows for the selection of the target platform, providing options to develop an application either for iOS based devices or Mac OS X.

Begin by making sure that the Application option located beneath iOS is selected. The main panel contains a list of templates available to use as the basis for an application. The options available are as follows:

- **Master-Detail Application** – Used to create a list based application. Selecting an item from a master list displays a detail view corresponding to the selection. The template then provides a Back button to return to the list. You may have seen a similar technique used for news based applications, whereby selecting an item from a list of headlines displays the content of the corresponding news article. When used for an iPad based application this template implements a basic split-view configuration.

- **OpenGL Game** – The OpenGL ES framework provides an API for developing advanced graphics drawing and animation capabilities. The OpenGL ES Game template creates a basic application containing an OpenGL ES view upon which to draw and manipulate graphics, and a timer object.

- **Page-based Application** – Creates a template project using the page view controller designed to allow views to be transitioned by turning pages on the screen.

- **Tabbed Application** – Creates a template application with a tab bar. The tab bar typically appears across the bottom of the device display and can be programmed to contain items that, when selected, change the main display to different views. The iPhone’s built-in Phone user interface, for example, uses a tab bar to allow the user to move between favorites, contacts, keypad and voicemail.

- **Utility Application** – For iPhone projects, this option creates a template consisting of a two sided view. Pressing an Info button flips the view to the second view. For iPad based projects, an Info bar is created which, when selected, displays the second view in a popover.

- **Single View Application** – Creates a basic template for an application containing a single view and corresponding view controller.

- **Empty Application** – This most basic of templates creates only a window and a delegate. If none of the above templates match your requirements then this is the option to take.

- **SpriteKit Game** – Creates a project configured to take advantage of the Sprite Kit Framework for the development of 2D games.
For the purposes of our simple example, we are going to use the Single View Application template so select this option from the new project window and click Next to configure some project options:

![Figure 4-3](image)

On this screen, enter a Product name for the application that is going to be created, in this case “HelloWorld”. The company identifier is typically the reversed URL of your company’s website, for example “com.mycompany”. This will be used when creating provisioning profiles and certificates to enable applications to be tested on a physical iPhone or iPad device (covered in more detail in *Testing Apps on iOS 7 Devices with Xcode 5*). Enter the Class Prefix value of “HelloWorld” which will be used to prefix any classes created for us by Xcode when the template project is created.

Make sure that *iPhone* is currently selected from the Devices menu before clicking the Next button to proceed. On the final screen, choose a location on the file system for the new project to be created and click on *Create*.

Once the new project has been created, the main Xcode window will appear as illustrated in Figure 4-4:
Before proceeding we should take some time to look at what Xcode has done for us. Firstly it has created a group of files that we will need to create our application. Some of these are Objective-C source code files (with a .m extension) where we will enter the code to make our application work, others are header or interface files (.h) that are included by the source files and are where we will also need to put our own declarations and definitions. In addition, the .storyboard file is the save file used by the Interface Builder tool to hold the user interface design we will create. Also present will be one or more files with a .plist file extension. These are Property List files which contain key/value pair information. For example, the HelloWorld-info.plist file contains resource settings relating to items such as the language, icon file, executable name and app identifier. The list of files is displayed in the Project Navigator located in the left hand panel of the main Xcode project window. A toolbar at the top of this panel contains options to display other information such as build and run history, breakpoints and compilation errors.

By default, the center panel of the window shows a general summary of the settings for the application project. This includes the identifier specified during the project creation process and the target device. Options are also provided to configure the orientations of the device
that are to be supported by the application together with options to upload icons (the small images the user selects on the device screen to launch the application) and launch screen images (displayed to the user while the application loads) for the application.

In addition to the General screen, tabs are provided to view and modify additional settings consisting of Capabilities, Info, Build Settings, Build Phases and Build Rules. As we progress through subsequent chapters of this book we will explore some of these other configuration options in greater detail. To return to the project settings panel at any future point in time, make sure the Project Navigator is selected in the left hand panel and select the top item (the application name) in the navigator list.

When a source file is selected from the list in the navigator panel, the contents of that file will appear in the center panel where it may then be edited. To open the file in a separate editing window, simply double click on the file in the list.

4.2 Creating the iOS App User Interface

Simply by the very nature of the environment in which they run, iOS apps are typically visually oriented. As such, a key component of just about any app involves a user interface through which the user will interact with the application and, in turn, receive feedback. Whilst it is possible to develop user interfaces by writing code to create and position items on the screen, this is a complex and error prone process. In recognition of this, Apple provides a tool called Interface Builder which allows a user interface to be visually constructed by dragging and dropping components onto a canvas and setting properties to configure the appearance and behavior of those components. Interface Builder was originally developed some time ago for creating Mac OS X applications, but has now been updated to allow for the design of iOS app user interfaces.

As mentioned in the preceding section, Xcode pre-created a number of files for our project, one of which has a .storyboard filename extension. This is an Interface Builder storyboard save file and the file we are interested in for our HelloWorld project is named Main.storyboard. To load this file into Interface Builder simply select the file name in the list in the left hand panel. Interface Builder will subsequently appear in the center panel as shown in Figure 4-5:
In the center panel a visual representation of the user interface of the application is displayed. Initially this consists solely of the UIView object. This UIView object was added to our design by Xcode when we selected the Single View Application option during the project creation phase. We will construct the user interface for our HelloWorld app by dragging and dropping user interface objects onto this UIView object. Designing a user interface consists primarily of dragging and dropping visual components onto the canvas and setting a range of properties and settings. In order to access objects and property settings it is necessary to display the Xcode right hand panel (if it is not already displayed). This is achieved by selecting the right hand button in the View section of the Xcode toolbar:

The right hand panel, once displayed, will appear as illustrated in Figure 4-7:
Along the top edge of the panel is a row of buttons which change the settings displayed in the upper half of the panel. By default the File Inspector is displayed. Options are also provided to display quick help, the Identity Inspector, Attributes Inspector, Size Inspector and Connections Inspector. Before proceeding, take some time to review each of these selections to gain some familiarity with the configuration options each provides. Throughout the remainder of this book extensive use of these inspectors will be made.

The lower section of the panel may default to displaying the file template library. Above this panel is another toolbar containing buttons to display other categories. Options include frequently used code snippets to save on typing when writing code, the Object Library and the Media Library. For the purposes of this tutorial we need to display the Object Library so click on the appropriate toolbar button (represented by the three dimensional cube). This will display the UI components that can be used to construct our user interface. Move the
cursor to the line above the lower toolbar and click and drag to increase the amount of space available for the library if required. The layout of the items in the library may also be switched from a single column of objects with descriptions to multiple columns without descriptions by clicking on the option located in the bottom left hand corner of the panel and to the left of the search box.

4.3 Changing Component Properties

With the property panel for the View selected in the main panel, we will begin our design work by changing the background color of this view. Start by making sure the View is selected and that the Attributes Inspector (View -> Utilities -> Show Attributes Inspector) is displayed in the right hand panel. Click on the white rectangle next to the Background label to invoke the Colors dialog. Using the color selection tool, choose a visually pleasing color and close the dialog. You will now notice that the view window has changed from white to the new color selection.

4.4 Adding Objects to the User Interface

The next step is to add a Label object to our view. To achieve this, either scroll down the list of objects in the library panel to locate the Label object or, as illustrated in Figure 4-8, enter Label into the search box beneath the panel:

Having located the Label object, click on it and drag it to the center of the view so that the vertical and horizontal center guidelines appear. Once it is in position release the mouse button to drop it at that location:
Using the resize markers surrounding the label border, stretch first the left and then right side of the label out to the edge of the view until the vertical blue dotted lines marking the recommended border of the view appear. With the Label still selected, click on the centered alignment button in the Attributes Inspector (View -> Utilities -> Show Attributes Inspector) to center the text in the middle of the screen. Click on the current font attribute setting to choose a larger Custom font setting, for example a Georgia bold typeface with a size of 24.

Finally, double click on the text in the label that currently reads “Label” and type in “Hello World”. At this point, your View window will hopefully appear as outlined in Figure 4-10 (allowing, of course, for differences in your color and font choices).

Having created our simple user interface design we now need to save it. To achieve this, select File -> Save or use the Command+S keyboard shortcut.
4.5 Building and Running an iOS 7 App in Xcode 5

Before an app can be run it must first be compiled. Once successfully compiled it may be run either within a simulator or on a physical iPhone, iPad or iPod Touch device. The process for testing an app on a physical device requires some additional steps to be performed involving developer certificates and provisioning profiles and will be covered in detail in Testing Apps on iOS 7 Devices with Xcode 5. For the purposes of this chapter, however, it is sufficient to run the app in the simulator.

Within the main Xcode 5 project window, make sure that the menu located in the top left hand corner of the window (to the right of the square “stop” button) has the iPhone Retina (4-inch) simulator option selected and then click on the Run toolbar button (the triangular button located to the left of the stop button resembling a “play” button) to compile the code and run the app in the simulator. The small iTunes style window in the center of the Xcode toolbar will report the progress of the build process together with any problems or
errors that cause the build process to fail. Once the app is built, the simulator will start and the HelloWorld app will run:

![Hello World](image)

Figure 4-11

### 4.6 Dealing with Build Errors

As we have not actually written or modified any code in this chapter it is unlikely that any errors will be detected during the build and run process. In the unlikely event that something did get inadvertently changed thereby causing the build to fail it is worth taking a few minutes to talk about build errors within the context of the Xcode environment.

If for any reason a build fails, the status window in the Xcode toolbar will report that an error has been detected by displaying “Build” together with the number of errors detected and any warnings. In addition, the left hand panel of the Xcode window will update with a list of the errors. Selecting an error from this list will take you to the location in the code where corrective action needs to be taken.
4.7 Testing Different Screen Sizes

With the introduction of the retina display, iPhone 5 series and iPad Mini, applications now potentially need to work on a variety of different screens sizes and resolutions.

In order to test the appearance of an application on these different displays, simply launch the application in the iOS Simulator and switch between the different displays using the Hardware -> Device menu options.

4.8 Testing User Interface Appearance in Different iOS Versions

In addition to testing the application on different devices, there is also the need to validate the appearance of an application on different versions of iOS. Whilst this was not an issue on versions of iOS prior to version 6, iOS 7 introduces a new look and feel for applications. Many user interface elements now have a significantly different appearance from those in earlier versions of iOS and a number also differ in size. In recognition of this fact, Xcode now includes a Preview assistant that enables the user interface of an application to be previewed as it will appear either on iOS 7 or earlier versions of iOS.

With the Main.storyboard file selected and the storyboard canvas displayed, select the Xcode View -> Assistant Editor -> Show Assistant Editor. A new panel will appear to the right of the storyboard canvas as shown in Figure 4-12:
Within the assistant editor panel, the toolbar across the top of the panel will display an entry that reads either *Manual* or *Automatic* (or may be represented by a tuxedo icon). Click on this item to display a drop down menu and, from that menu, select the *Preview -> Main.storyboard (Preview)* menu option. The panel will change to show a representation of the user interface for the selected storyboard scene. Using the menu in the lower right hand corner, change the setting from *iOS 7.0 and Later* to *iOS 6.1 and Earlier*. Note that the status bar across the top of the user interface changes to reflect the non-transparent form of the bar present in pre-iOS 7 releases. In addition, the rotation button can be used to switch between landscape and portrait orientation and the size button used to switch between iOS device display sizes. Clearly, this example application does not handle rotation well, an issue that will be explored when the topic of Auto Layout is covered later in the book.

When working with applications that will be required to run on earlier versions of iOS, the preview tool provides a useful mechanism for testing the appearance of the application without the need to compile and run the code using different SDK configurations.

### 4.9 Monitoring Application Performance

Another useful feature of Xcode is the ability to monitor the performance of an application while it is running. This information is accessed by displaying the *Debug Navigator.*

When Xcode is launched, the project navigator is displayed in the left hand panel by default. Along the top of this panel is a bar with a range of other options. The sixth option from the left displays the debug navigator when selected as illustrated in Figure 4-13. When displayed, this panel shows a number of real-time statistics relating to the performance of the currently running application such as memory, CPU usage and iCloud storage access.

![Figure 4-13](image)

When one of these categories is selected, the main panel (Figure 4-14) updates to provide additional information about that particular aspect of the application’s performance:
Yet more information can be obtained by clicking on the Profile in Instruments button in the top right hand corner of the panel.

4.10 Summary

Applications are primarily created within the Xcode development environment. This chapter has served to provide a basic overview of the Xcode environment and to work through the creation of a very simple example application. The chapter also explored the topic of testing the appearance of the user interface of an application on older iOS versions using the preview assistant. This is of particular importance given the dramatic changes in the appearance of application user interfaces between iOS 6 and iOS 7. Finally, a brief overview was provided of some of the performance monitoring features in Xcode 5.
By just about any measure, the iPhone and iPad represent an impressive achievement in the fields of industrial design and hardware engineering. When we develop apps for the iPhone and iPad, however, Apple does not allow us direct access to any of this hardware. In fact, all hardware interaction takes place exclusively through a number of different layers of software which act as intermediaries between the application code and device hardware. These layers make up what is known as an operating system. In the case of the iPhone and iPad, this operating system is known as iOS.

In order to gain a better understanding of the iOS 7 development environment, this chapter will look in detail at the different layers that comprise the iOS operating system and the frameworks that allow us, as developers, to write iPhone and iPad applications.

5.1 iPhone OS becomes iOS

Prior to the release of the iPad in 2010, the operating system running on the iPhone was generally referred to as iPhone OS. Given that the operating system used for the iPad is essentially the same as that on the iPhone it didn’t make much sense to name it iPad OS. Instead, Apple decided to adopt a more generic and non-device specific name for the operating system. Given Apple’s predilection for names prefixed with the letter ‘i’ (iTunes, iBookstore, iMac etc) the logical choice was, of course, iOS. Unfortunately, iOS is also the name used by Cisco for the operating system on its routers (Apple, it seems, also has a predilection for ignoring trademarks). When performing an internet search for iOS, therefore, be prepared to see large numbers of results for Cisco’s iOS which have absolutely nothing to do with Apple’s iOS.
5.2 An Overview of the iOS 7 Architecture

As previously mentioned, iOS consists of a number of different software layers, each of which provides programming frameworks for the development of applications that run on top of the underlying hardware.

These operating system layers can be presented diagrammatically as illustrated in Figure 5-1:

![Diagram of iOS software stack]

Some diagrams designed to graphically depict the iOS software stack show an additional box positioned above the Cocoa Touch layer to indicate the applications running on the device. In the above diagram we have not done so since this would suggest that the only interface available to the app is Cocoa Touch. In practice, an app can directly call down to any of the layers of the stack to perform tasks on the physical device.

That said, however, each operating system layer provides an increasing level of abstraction away from the complexity of working with the hardware. As an iOS developer you should, therefore, always look for solutions to your programming goals in the frameworks located in the higher level iOS layers before resorting to writing code that reaches down to the lower level layers. In general, the higher level of layer you program to, the less effort and fewer lines of code you will have to write to achieve your objective. And as any veteran programmer will tell you, the less code you have to write the less opportunity you have to introduce bugs.
Now that we have identified the various layers that comprise iOS 7 we can now look in more detail at the services provided by each layer and the corresponding frameworks that make those services available to us as application developers.

5.3 The Cocoa Touch Layer

The Cocoa Touch layer sits at the top of the iOS stack and contains the frameworks that are most commonly used by iOS application developers. Cocoa Touch is primarily written in Objective-C, is based on the standard Mac OS X Cocoa API (as found on Apple desktop and laptop computers) and has been extended and modified to meet the needs of the iPhone and iPad hardware.

The Cocoa Touch layer provides the following frameworks for iOS app development:

5.3.1 UIKit Framework (UIKit.framework)

The UIKit framework is a vast and feature rich Objective-C based programming interface. It is, without question, the framework with which you will spend most of your time working. Entire books could, and probably will, be written about the UIKit framework alone. Some of the key features of UIKit are as follows:

- User interface creation and management (text fields, buttons, labels, colors, fonts etc)
- Application lifecycle management
- Application event handling (e.g. touch screen user interaction)
- Multitasking
- Wireless Printing
- Data protection via encryption
- Cut, copy, and paste functionality
- Web and text content presentation and management
- Data handling
- Inter-application integration
- Push notification in conjunction with Push Notification Service
- Local notifications (a mechanism whereby an application running in the background can gain the user’s attention)
- Accessibility
- Accelerometer, battery, proximity sensor, camera and photo library interaction
- Touch screen gesture recognition
- File sharing (the ability to make application files stored on the device available via iTunes)
- Blue tooth based peer to peer connectivity between devices
- Connection to external displays

To get a feel for the richness of this framework it is worth spending some time browsing Apple’s UIKit reference material which is available online at:


5.3.2 Map Kit Framework (MapKit.framework)

If you have spent any appreciable time with an iPhone or iPad then the chances are you have needed to use the Maps application more than once, either to get a map of a specific area or to generate driving directions to get you to your intended destination. The Map Kit framework provides a programming interface which enables you to build map based capabilities into your own applications. This allows you to, amongst other things, display scrollable maps for any location, display the map corresponding to the current geographical location of the device and annotate the map in a variety of ways.

5.3.3 Push Notification Service

The Push Notification Service allows applications to notify users of an event even when the application is not currently running on the device. Since the introduction of this service it has most commonly been used by news based applications. Typically when there is breaking news the service will generate a message on the device with the news headline and provide the user the option to load the corresponding news app to read more details. This alert is typically accompanied by an audio alert and vibration of the device. This feature should be used sparingly to avoid annoying the user with frequent interruptions.
5.3.4 Message UI Framework (MessageUI.framework)

The Message UI framework provides everything you need to allow users to compose and send email messages from within your application. In fact, the framework even provides the user interface elements through which the user enters the email addressing information and message content. Alternatively, this information may be pre-defined within your application and then displayed for the user to edit and approve prior to sending.

5.3.5 Address Book UI Framework (AddressUI.framework)

Given that a key function of the iPhone and iPad is as communication devices and digital assistants, it should not come as too much of a surprise that an entire framework is dedicated to the integration of the address book data into your own applications. The primary purpose of the framework is to enable you to access, display, edit and enter contact information from the iOS address book from within your own application.

5.3.6 Game Kit Framework (GameKit.framework)

The Game Kit framework provides peer-to-peer connectivity and voice communication between multiple devices and users allowing those running the same app to interact. When this feature was first introduced it was anticipated by Apple that it would primarily be used in multi-player games (hence the choice of name) but the possible applications for this feature clearly extend far beyond games development.

5.3.7 iAd Framework (iAd.framework)

The purpose of the iAd Framework is to allow developers to include banner advertising within their applications. All advertisements are served by Apple’s own ad service.

5.3.8 Event Kit UI Framework (EventKit.framework)

The Event Kit UI framework was introduced in iOS 4 and is provided to allow the calendar and reminder events to be accessed and edited from within an application.

5.3.9 Accounts Framework (Accounts.framework)

iOS 5 introduced the concept of system accounts. These essentially allow the account information for other services to be stored on the iOS device and accessed from within application code. Currently system accounts are limited to Twitter and Facebook accounts, though other services will likely appear in future iOS releases. The purpose of the Accounts Framework is to provide an API allowing applications to access and manage these system accounts.
5.3.10 Social Framework (Social.framework)
The Social Framework allows Twitter, Facebook and Sina Weibo integration to be added to applications. The framework operates in conjunction the Accounts Framework to gain access to the user’s social network account information.

5.3.11 SpriteKit Framework (SpriteKit.framework)
The SpriteKit framework provides an environment for the rapid development of 2D based games including features such as sprite animation, collision detection, physics simulation and particle based special effects.

5.4 The iOS Media Layer
The role of the Media layer is to provide iOS with audio, video, animation and graphics capabilities. As with the other layers comprising the iOS stack, the Media layer comprises a number of frameworks which may be utilized when developing iOS apps. In this section we will look at each one in turn.

5.4.1 Core Video Framework (CoreVideo.framework)
The Core Video Framework provides buffering support for the Core Media framework. Whilst this may be utilized by application developers it is typically not necessary to use this framework.

5.4.2 Core Text Framework (CoreText.framework)
The iOS Core Text framework is a C-based API designed to ease the handling of advanced text layout and font rendering requirements.

5.4.3 Image I/O Framework (ImageIO.framework)
The Image I/O framework, the purpose of which is to facilitate the importing and exporting of image data and image metadata, was introduced in iOS 4. The framework supports a wide range of image formats including PNG, JPEG, TIFF and GIF.

5.4.4 Assets Library Framework (AssetsLibrary.framework)
The Assets Library provides a mechanism for locating and retrieving video and photo files located on the iOS device. In addition to accessing existing images and videos, this framework also allows new photos and videos to be saved to the standard device photo album.
5.4.5 Core Graphics Framework (CoreGraphics.framework)

The iOS Core Graphics Framework (otherwise known as the Quartz 2D API) provides a lightweight two dimensional rendering engine. Features of this framework include PDF document creation and presentation, vector based drawing, transparent layers, path based drawing, anti-aliased rendering, color manipulation and management, image rendering and gradients. Those familiar with the Quartz 2D API running on MacOS X will be pleased to learn that the implementation of this API is the same on iOS.

5.4.6 Core Image Framework (CoreImage.framework)

A framework introduced with iOS 5 providing a set of video and image filtering and manipulation capabilities for application developers.

5.4.7 Quartz Core Framework (QuartzCore.framework)

The purpose of the Quartz Core framework is to provide animation capabilities on the iPhone and iPad. It provides the foundation for the majority of the visual effects and animation used by the UIKit framework and provides an Objective-C based programming interface for creation of specialized animation within iOS apps.

5.4.8 OpenGL ES framework (OpenGLES.framework)

For many years the industry standard for high performance 2D and 3D graphics drawing has been OpenGL. Originally developed by the now defunct Silicon Graphics, Inc (SGI) during the 1990s in the form of GL, the open version of this technology (OpenGL) is now under the care of a non-profit consortium comprising a number of major companies including Apple, Inc., Intel, Motorola and ARM Holdings.

OpenGL for Embedded Systems (ES) is a lightweight version of the full OpenGL specification designed specifically for smaller devices such as the iPhone and iPad. iOS 7 introduces support for OpenGL ES 3.0.

5.4.9 GLKit Framework (GLKit.framework)

The GLKit framework is an Objective-C based API designed to ease the task of creating OpenGL ES based applications.
5.4.10 NewsstandKit Framework (NewsstandKit.framework)

The Newsstand application is intended as a central location for users to gain access to digital editions of newspapers and magazines. The NewsstandKit framework allows for the development of applications that utilize this new service.

5.4.11 iOS Audio Support

iOS is capable of supporting audio in AAC, Apple Lossless (ALAC), A-law, IMA/ADPCM, Linear PCM, µ-law, DVI/Intel IMA ADPCM, Microsoft GSM 6.10 and AES3-2003 formats through the support provided by the following frameworks.

5.4.12 AV Foundation framework (AVFoundation.framework)

An Objective-C based framework designed to allow the playback, recording and management of audio content.

5.4.13 Core Audio Frameworks (CoreAudio.framework, AudioToolbox.framework and AudioUnit.framework)

The frameworks that comprise Core Audio for iOS define supported audio types, playback and recording of audio files and streams and also provide access to the device’s built-in audio processing units.

5.4.14 Open Audio Library (OpenAL)

OpenAL is a cross platform technology used to provide high-quality, 3D audio effects (also referred to as positional audio). Positional audio may be used in a variety of applications though is typically used to provide sound effects in games.

5.4.15 Media Player Framework (MediaPlayer.framework)

The iOS Media Player framework is able to play video in .mov, .mp4, .m4v, and .3gp formats at a variety of compression standards, resolutions and frame rates.

5.4.16 Core Midi Framework (CoreMIDI.framework)

Introduced in iOS 4, the Core MIDI framework provides an API for applications to interact with MIDI compliant devices such as synthesizers and keyboards via the iPhone or iPad dock connector.